Pharos

TM

Optimus

When only the best will do. Optimus
sits at the top of the tree in the Pharos
line up from EyeLynx.
Optimus transmits video to any CCTV
monitoring and alarm receiving centre
using WiFi, 3G and 4G or ADSL,
whilst recording in HD, MegaPixel
quality. Includes alarm inputs for
intruder alerts and audio for sending
warnings from the monitoring centre.
Monitor and review evidence quality
video, send audio warnings, control
barriers and gates, back-up video for
evidence using SharpView Manager,
for Windows PCs or Apple Mac OS X.

Wireless Rapid Deployment CCTV

Machined from solid aluminium,
anodised for superior protection in all
atmospheric conditions. Tempered
flat glass camera window to retain
optical clarity with advanced silicone
wiper blade.

Precision engineering integrated with SharpView makes
Optimus the highest performance video security system
Secure large sites and major events
Gather vital evidence at crime scenes
Protect property and prevent theft
Always looking, totally reliable, indisputable

Micro-stepped stepper motor with no
wearing parts providing smooth silent
movement and zero backlash. Speed
range 10,000:1 for precise movements at full zoom.
Preset accuracy < 0.1 degrees

HD evidential quality video

Fully configurable with up to 4
detachable PODs. Choose from:
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Unique Edge Recording Cluster technology ERCTM
Integrated Video Analytics from networked cameras
Fully monitored using SharpView Manager Professional
Integrated into IMMIX alarm receiving software from Sureview
Designed by EyeLynx Ltd, made in the United Kingdom
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Full HD1080p camera
VGA thermal camera
ANPR camera
Visible and/or Infrared LED
Amplified speaker

www.eyelynx.com

Pharos™ Optimus ALL-IN-ONE

Applications:

Wireless Rapid Deployment CCTV

Building and construction sites
City centres, housing estates
Trackside on railways,
Perimeter protection

Pharos
Optimus

Multi-megapixel, HD cameras
Video Analytics, ANPR
Intruder detection

Major events; concerts, parades, etc.
Highways and traffic monitoring
Anti-Social Behaviour, Fly tipping
Secure plant and equipment

Audio-PA

3G/4G
Mobile

PIR

LAN

at large sites
WAN

Benefits:

Crime prevention at a fraction

SharpView
Manager VMS

of the price of manned guarding
Monitor hotspots and relocate
without major installation costs
Gather vital video evidence at crime
scenes in HD, MegaPixel quality

Remote monitoring
Alarm Receiving
Centre

SharpView Manager
Security Management
Software

SharpView
Mobile

Single access point for whole site
security

Specifications:

PharosTM Optimus Wireless Rapid Deployment CCTV
Designed for the toughest environments, built to last

Integrated SharpView Micro NVR
with Full HD1080p camera and
wireless router (WiFi, 3G, 4G, ADSL)
Full 360º continuous pan, 320º tilt
Maximum slew speed of 180º/s

Available in several configurations of cameras, illuminators and SharpView NVRs

Record multiple HD cameras
Integrate alarms, barriers, PA audio
32W typical power consumption
(with single HD1080p module)
Mains or 19-24VDC battery operated
IP68 weatherproof, exceptional
protection against corrosion
Anodised Aluminium Enclosure

SharpView Manager Professional
Security Management Software
Record multiple cameras
into just one Pharos unit
using ERCTM Technology

Remote monitoring
over 3G or 4G
and secure broadband

Evidence quality
recordings
and back ups

Vandal resistant
Extended temperature
(-30ºC to +55ºC)
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